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Abstract

The community of farmers in land tenure have different institutional in terms of mastery of the land. In Indonesia there were generally institutional governing the utilization of land for mastery permanently, but there were also institutional governing dominion land in turn. This research aimed to chart institutional pattern characteristic mastery of the land inheritance system passes in, and analyze its contribution to sustainability of agriculture in the economic, social and ecological. Research method using case studies, with unit case a subdistrict in Gowa, South Sulawesi province, Indonesia. The results showed that institutional land pattern mastery system passes the inheritance patterns of alternation that has in effect hereditary, pattern rotation established by the heir land management patterns, depending on the number of beneficiaries, as well as not having managed to land fragmentation, so the scale of farming land, conditions can be maintained, the land was slanted so given a terracing, planting process was carried out by means of mutual. Neither found that institutional land pattern mastery system passes the inheritance had been contributing the sustainability of agriculture in social and ecological, but have yet to fully contribute to the sustainability of agriculture in economy.
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1. Introduction

Land in agricultural business management is one of the means that was very important, both in the past, now and in the future (Ramos Ribeiro, Madeira, Menezes, & Correia, 2013; Koirala, Krishna, Mishra, & Mohanty, 2017; Rao, Spoor, Ma &,2016; Pritchard, 2016). Therefore the mastery of the land much needed by farmers to manage their farm businesses in the long span of time (Rao, et al., 2016), especially mastery of land by local people based on wisdom and traditional systems that they run in order for the sustainability of agriculture (Irmayani, et al, 2016; Susilowati & Maulana, 2012). Mastery of land land in private had increased in the form of ownership, rental, and the right is not clear (Ege, 2017), but also of imaginary land ownership by the Government and the State (Hausner, Brown & Lægreid, 2015). Meanwhile mastery of land ownership in the form of custom is very diverse, complex and dynamic (Lambrecht, & Asare, 2016). Therefore required more attention on local political dynamics on the reform of ownership to increasingly give way to the contribution of non-State...
institutions such as the Institute of indigenous or other local institutions in the dominion land (Leeuwen Monday, 2014). In the Philippines there have been laws protect ownership against the rights of indigenous peoples over their ancestral lands and territories, though its implementation has not been fullest (Drbohlav & Hejkrlík, 2017), while in many places the land ownership has been give rise to a variety of conflicts (Ryder & Hall, 2017, rich, & Erol, 2017; Ianoș, Sorensen, & Merciu, 2017). One of the reasons of occurrence of conflicts due to the takeover of ownership by means of eviction and the intervention of the Government (Peter Ho, 2014), there's even a customary leaders who sell agricultural land and land that has not been one to a stranger, for the purpose of residence, which caused the conflict and change the traditional livelihoods, plus the results of the sale are not enjoyed by the beneficiary, as well as those driven out of their lands by force (Peter Ho, 2014).

Mastery of the land in some countries has taken place the evolution from communal to private parties in private due to the presence of migrasi inhabitants in the villages, even personal ownership tends to be higher (Mwesigye; Matsumoto, Otsuka & 2017; Basupi, Quinn & Dougill, 2017), while in many countries, land use has been going on land conversion from farmland to non agriculture, which resulted in the increasing residential land, otherwise dwindling farmland (Spalding, 2017; Mmbaga, Munishi, Treydte, Hanhm, in Iran, Ton & Lebaillly, 2017; Miheretu & Yimer, 2017; Jin, Nasiri, Han Li, & 2014). For example, the land area that is managed by farmers in Cambodia found very small and 55% of the land has been managed left (Nakalembe, Dempewolf, & Justice, 2017). Similarly, the fragmentation of agricultural land into farm-land is more sempitjuga much happening in some countries such as in Romania and other countries including in Indonesia (Susanti, Hidayat & Sukesi, 2013; MAG-Petrescu, 2017; Li, Rodriguez & Tang, 2017), depreciation has occurred even in total land used for cultivation in Yubei District Chongqin result of increasing population and economic development, because the conversion rate of agricultural population (Zheng & Ran, 2012) but the awareness to preserve the land by not doing the sales have started to grow, especially in Malaysia (Hamza at al, 2013).

In general the mastery of land petanian in Indonesia particularly Java, especially villagers have its own system in land ownership, one of the system of individual ownership belonged to hereditary originating from land inheritance, the system of land ownership and communal discovery, own land, land rental and sakap of others (Gunawan1984, Sudrajat, 2014), while in the Southeast Sulawesi, Buton discovered the existence of the institutional system of land ownership-based tradisilokal named parabela. Parabela local leadership figures with regard to the rules of the game and in the management of agriculture in General and land ownership (La Nalefo, et al, 2013).

Mastery of the land in the area of Highland Subdistrict Tombolo Pao had Characteristics its own compared to the mastery of land elsewhere, namely land pattern mastery passes obtained through inheritance system, the system of purchase rights the management of the system of ownership of the pipeline system and the sharing of the land purchase. This research focused on the mastery of the institutional system for the inheritance cycle through patterns of land use, which aimed to describe the institutional charateristics of the land passes inheritance patterns and institutional relations to
analysed mastery of the land passes inheritance pattern with agricultural sustainability in social, ecological and economic issues.

2 Research methodology

This research method applied case studies, with unit case a subdistrict in Gowa, South Sulawesi province, Indonesia. The focus of the case was a proper land management cycle through patterns of heredity.

Data collection was done through in-depth interviews with farmers land owners, farmers, government workers villages, land deed official agricultural extension officers, and local figures. Data was collected through observation to the existence and the process of land use physically. The data obtained are then classified based on needs in the form of a matrix, then analyzed by means of describing institutional characteristics mastery of the land system is a legacy in terms of the pattern and structure alternation mastery of the land inheritance system passes, the parties involved in the management of land, heritage land rotation conditions, the rule of the game, the process of land use, as well as the institutional relationship mastery of land inheritance system passes by agricultural sustainability in social, ecological and economic issues.

3. The Result

3.1 Condition of land mastery

Tombolopao Subdistrict Land Condition is one of the subdistricts Gowa regency, South Sulawesi province, Indonesia. Gowa Regency has an area of 251.82 km², while used as agricultural land is an area of 4,996 ha, which was divided into rice fields land 4,296 ha and 700 ha of land for fields (BPS Kabupaten Gowa, 2016). Plants that were cultivated are rice crops, crops and horticulture, with average mastery of land perpetani 10.5-acre (0.1 ha).

Mastery of the land in district Tombolopao consists of two forms namely mastery of land on a permanent basis and the control of land traditionally passes. Mastery of land regularly was owned by individuals and in the management carried out continuously without any management turnover every year. Mastery of the land in turn was mastery of land owned jointly (communal) that the operations conducted in turn every year or even more than a year, depending on how many members of the community who manage in turn, thus passes a year, the two Governments three years and beyond. Mastery of the land passes in district Tombolopao found four system, namely land pattern mastery system passes by inheritance, land ownership system rotation form mastery of the pipeline, land pattern mastery system passes the purchase rights land and system passes the sharing of land purchase.

Mastery of the land inheritance system passes pattern comes from land inherited by an heir to the beneficiary, who in the operations conducted in turn among the heirs. Farmers who apply the patterns of alternation through inheritance there are about 43.6 percent of the total community and land of about 53.8 percent of the total land.
Land pattern mastery system passes the purchase of rights to land is the mastery of the land obtained by way of buying land rights to members of the community, which has rights to be rotated. Buyer or owner rights to replace the then land, occupying the land in turn by other community members, who still holds the rights to his reign. Farmers who had the rights to the pattern of passes by purchasing land rights there are about 33.3 percent, with land of about 26.2 percent of all existing paddy fields in district Tombolopao.

Mastery of the land ownership system passes the pipeline pattern, was the mastery of the land against a land traditionally passes between two or more persons, due to the existence of a partnership between landlord and tenants in did a land with the deal, after the completion of land under cultivation, they unanimously agreed that do land in mastery of the passes. Farmers involved in the mastery of the land ownership pattern, the system passes the pipeline there are about 10.3 per cent, with an area of land that was occupied about 6.7 percent of its land area.

Land pattern mastery system passes the sharing of land purchase, was the mastery of the land pattern passes caused by the purchase of a land between two or more persons, by way of a share. The land was later purchased privately run passes. Farmers involved in the management system of the sharing of land purchase have around 12.8 percent of the land area controlled by 13.3 percent.

3.2. Institutional Karesteristik mastery of the Land Inheritance System.

Passes the mastery of Patterns of land inheritance system passes patterns were derived from land owned by grandparents who originally has not been rotated. After the land handed down to second generation i.e. father or mother, the mastery of the land has begun to be rotated among the brothers. Pattern Mastery set Grandma or coordinated among the fathers or mothers brothers. The rule of the game that already agreed applied continuously until the grandchildren and great-grandchildren. If the father or mother of the brothers just two people, the pattern is cycles a year it means one year managed by children first, one year maintained by the second child. If the three brothers then pattern mastery into three-year cycle means that the first year was administered by children first, second year maintained by the second and third year administered by the third child. If the father or mother dies land rights handed down to grandchildren, then among the grandchildren occurred severally with mastery of the land are following a pattern applicable to the father or mother, then cycle through patterns of land-derived mastery on the tweet. The legacy managed to land passes are not shared, so the land did not experience increased, however, fragmentation is the Manager of the land.

One of the facts of the case the mastery of the land inheritance system passes, the patterns found by the researchers was a case of 35-year-old, Arsyad, resides in the village of Bolaaromang. Managed land passes were in the village Bolaaromang, village Bolaaromang, 3 acres (0.03 ha). Land that borders the land passes managed by Baco on sebelahUtara, Rabali on the South, while to the West it borders land controlled by Rappe and the East borders on land controlled by the Pawa’. Managed land passes come from Grandma, named Da'to who bequeathed land and land management to his two sons, called Pu'do
and Ja'pa in 1977, in that was starting to happen to land management patterns of inheritance cycle through the system. Employee administration passes at the start by Pu'do in 1977 and then in 1978 was managed by Ja'pa. This pattern continued to apply until the year 2007. In 2007 Pu'do was later bequeathed to his son (grandson of Da'to) named Jalil, Saturday, Sawiah and Jawiah, while Ja'pa inherited rights management in the year 2008 to the fourth son (grandson of Da'to), who was named Arsyad, the judge, pure, and Hashim. The management of first-year, i.e. the year 2007 conducted by Jalil Pu'do, a derivative of the following year, i.e. the year 2008 was administered by Arsyad, the derivative of Ja'pa. Third year i.e. 2009 year are managed by Saturday, Pu'do derivatives, i.e. year 2010 fourth year managed by judges, a derivative of Ja'pa, i.e. the year fifth year 2011 managed oleh Sabtu, Pu'do derivatives, sixth year 2012 year that was managed by the pure, the derivative Ja'pa, seventh year i.e. year 2013 was managed by Jawiah, a derivative of the Pu'do and eighth year managed by Hasni derivative Ja'pa, until the eighth year of a crop cycle was completed, then back again started a new cycle, the rule of system was valid until to tweet and not affected by gender. Land pattern Penguasan passes on the case land pattern mastery Arsyad passes born of grandmother's legacy, the rule of the system applicable set by heir (grandmother) started from the first-born child, until the most youngest. The provisions of this agreement that cannot be modified by anyone, so the rule of the system will be valid till great grandchild

In case of land use pattern mastery Arsyad passes on the child was one year as of partner that was managed by the descendants of Pu'do, a one-year run by the descendants of Ja'pa. This pattern remained in effect after the land run by the grandson of Da'to i.e. generation Arsyad along his cousins, and so formed the structure pattern mastery system land inheritance passes as in Figure-1.

Figure-1. The Structure Of The Pattern Of Land Use Pattern Mastery System Passes The Legacy

The structure pattern of the mastery of land described the origins of rotated land, and anyone involved in alternation at once describing how many involved in land management in turn. Implications in the institutional patterns of land possession system passes the inheritance had given rise to an institutional land pattern mastery passes, which was characterized by the existence of a rule of the
game that set a pattern of alternation of mastery of appropriate land with the number of heirs, neither the process of rotation has been set, the start of the oldest brother to sibling most youngest. While the implications of social, institutional land pattern mastery system passes the inheritance has been transformed into a container to bring together and reconciling family relationships so that the rotated commonly known by the term ground sibling, meaning farm family, because anyone who had land rights on land that rotated can be assured they are family relationships, though the family had been away and was no longer known. Institutional land pattern mastery system passes a legacy, also implies scale farmer can be maintained, therefore having no land fragmentation, land was not divided by the heirs, but the number of the Organizer more increased diversion occurs every rights management to the next generation. Mastery of land inheritance system passes pattern also implies cooperation in farm practices plant, where community members who have land rights to join the Brewers share the work in suitable planting. The inheritance pattern has recognized gender equality in land rights, therefore all heirs are entitled to rights to land without discriminating between men and women.

3.3 The conditions and land utilization that in turned.

Generally managed land passes in Tombolo Pao, had a somewhat tofografi slant with slopes between 250-350, the conditions of land was generally narrow and elongated follows the State of tofografik of land, it was because of being in the slopes of the mountain, so that his land terracing. The color of the soil of almost the same that was browned. Wetland conditions in General watering except during the dry season.

In the case of land in turned of Arsyad, covering an area of 300 m2 are on land that was somewhat slanted so that it can calculate the terracing that were restricted by the small dykes, elongated-shaped land with soils were browned. Manufacture of teracing on the land was a smart tactical steps from a farmer for land conservation on sloping land, primarily to maintain the fertility of the land, prevent the occurrence of topsoil removal which is rich in the flowers of the soil or topsoil, prevent the occurrence of landslides as well as to accommodate water flowing directly from the surface.

In general the process of land used that in turned of starting from processing of land used tractors or proprietary lease, even still exist that used the energy animals to plowing. The next process of land planted with mutual way, performed by giving the plant maintenance and keep the water which comes from irrigation and weeding out and give the fertilizer that most use chemical fertilizer, process next is energy harvesting using mercenaries.

In the case of land privately Arsyad passes was located in the hamlet of Bolaaromang, village of Bolaaromang sub-district of Tombolopao. Land management was done on the planting season, about the month of January to June, the plants grown was rice plant type of premises, which was about 6 months. The energy involved in the processing of land ranging from piracy to planting one person, with the average cost of processing land as much as Rp 300.000, whereas at the time of planting rice
seeds carried by way of mutual family power by involving about 20 people, all personnel involved in mutual work no one earned. Planted as many as 8 litre priced at Rp 48,000. Maintenance of the plants still used chemical fertilizers subsidized as much as one zak at IDR 125,000. The energy used in the maintenance of family power was as much as one person. Crop harvesting was done at the age of six months. Power came from the ranks of the family but they get their wages, granting wage system was with the system for the results i.e. 10 belt out a bunch. Yields are obtained as many as 15, if converted into rice around 150 litres, with a price of around Usd 7,000, yields obtained IDR 1,184,000. Post-harvest handling by means of binding of rice in one bond was called a rope, then yields under the House, the first harvest considered superior to IE that has the ear of many and large prepared into the seeds, then placed in top of the attic of the House.

3.4 Relationship between institution mastery of the Land passes with Agricultural Sustainability In social, economic and Ecological.

The relationship between institutional land passes mastery with agricultural sustainability in social, can be seen with this form of cooperation, which is done by the farmers who have the right management of passes. This form of cooperation is mutual work. The activities of the mutual work appears at a time when land Manager passes, do the planting rice seeds, plant on land that they work on. Other farmers called volunteer (nipakionkangi) to get help without wages, they just treated to food and drink after coming home to work, this mutual activities can also be seen in the activities of the maintenance and repair of irrigation by farmer called water retainer mutual activity of cleaning and repairing irrigation canals was done ahead of the planting season. Conflicts often occurred only with regards to time alternation, where sometimes there are community members who would like to manage, but not yet the turn time. Conflict resolution is usually resolved by way of amicable, in consultation between the two parties in conflict, bela is facilitated by mataere retainer.

In the case of Arsyad, the activities in the form of mutual cooperation, held on the activities of the cultivation of the plant. Mutual was conducted one time in one growing season, so in one year done two times, farmers who shared the work around the 20 people, all of which were communal, which had involved in land management pattern of passes or close family. Mutual process starting from the notification time of planting to the family, later in the day, they came to land simultaneously performs the same together-planting to completion, the process of planting was complete in time a day. As a form of reply from the owner of the rights to land pattern passes, they prepare the need, in the form of konsusni and drinks after returning home, and share a mutual help other farmers in times of needing.

In the case of conflict between the land Manager Arsyad passes had never happened. However, Arsyad as joint retainer water (water springs) village authorities, often reconcile conflicts because of the scramble for land management rights. The fact that often occurred is the party that claims the Manager was running, so the scramble for schedule management, step a settlement arranged by retainer
mataere (water springs), by asking the origin of the family, if the family is already known clumps that claim, then it can easily be demonstrated when time management for clumps, so that the conflict can be minimized with ease, because the party claimed receptive after the indicated time management for clumps that claims.

This condition indicated that the sustainability of agriculture is socially, which is indicated by the existence of cooperation and conflict resolution are met, so that it can be meant, that the institutional management of passes, ensuring sustainability of legacy systems Agriculture is socially.

While actions taken by farmers, associated with ecological preservation of them, was not the plant functioned as the rice fields of various types of trees, neither to keep land that is managed, are not subjected to landslides, easy hold water, then on paddy fields, terracing or made into senkedan land, as well as serve as dykes or limit between the rice fields.

In the case of environmental preservation conducted, Arsyad way plant plants surrounding paddy fields, which are located at village Bolaaromang. Planting had been operating, committed by parents until now, and stay awake by their grandchildren, neither to keep the land can be awake, especially of the avalanche then paddy fields that exist in the hamlet of Bolaaromang village Bolaaromang, created, terraced with how to make terracing. The making of terracing land created since printed into the rice fields by heir i.e. land lord first. Tree planting was intended to be able to stand the erosion, and store water, so as not to cause floods, intended to facilitate the implementation of the terrace land of arable land and expand as well as to accommodate more water on land.

Arsyad pointed out, that the institutional management of land inheritance system passes, has contributed to the sustainability of agricultural ecology, but there was still one indication has not been met, i.e. organic farming practices have not been applied completely, but to keep the land in physical in order to remain sustainable as it was not a landslide, not subjected to annihilation by the water, and the soil can hold water, it had been done with the how to make a terracing (patio or sengkedan) on land.

In general the work of residents in Tombolopao is farming, so the field of farming the most absorbing labor was agriculture. In the case of farming analysis results found Arsyad that B/C ratio of 0.4 and a R/C ratio of 1.3. Based on the calculation of the B/C ratio and R/C ratio in the case of Arsyad pointed out that institutional land inheritance system passes mastery, economically yet bring benefits if seen from the B/C ratio, because the results of the analysis B/C ratio is still less than 1 that is 0.3 whereas analysis using R/C ratio result greater than 1 that was still considered so auspicious 1.3, can therefore be drawn the conclusion that the institutional land management patterns turn the system legacy has not been fully contribute to the sustainability of agriculture in the economy.

3. Discussion.

The Institutional management of land traditionally passes the system legacy in district Tombolopao, born from the idea of society as a form of solution from the limitations of the available land, while many
arable land, requiring therefore a growing population, agricultural land tends to stagnate, while a growing number of residents who are in need for farmland. It is similar to what is called by Geertz (1983) involution of farming land that is likely to stagnate however tenants are increasingly growing. On the sustainability of agricultural land management patterns traditionally passes on legacy systems, has narrowed the occurrence of land fragmentation, this contrasts with the results of some of the researchers who discovered the use of land conversion from land Agriculture to non agriculture, which resulted in the increasing settlement of land otherwise dwindling farmland (Spalding, 2017; Mmbaga, et al, 2017; Hanhm, et al, 2017; Miheretu & Yimer, 2017; Jin, et al, 2014), including in China has been going on land conversion quickly caused by acceleration industrialitation and urbanization, even the takeover of land in remote areas was carried out by means of force by the Government with financial compensation low (Hu & Ran, 2012), even the land area which was managed by farmers in Cambodia found very small and 55% of the land had been managed left (Nakalembe, et al, 2017). Similarly, the fragmentation of agricultural land into farm-land that was narrower, too much going on in some countries such as in Romania and other countries including in Indonesia (Susanti, et al, 2013; MAG-Petrescu, et al, 2017; Liet al, 2017), even including the Piliphina ownership of indigenous peoples over their ancestral lands and territories being hindered due to the application of the legislation was not to be applied and at the same time separating in the tribe and conflicting interest among members of the clan and used by the company to further enhance their business interests (Hejkrlík and Drbohlav, 2017).

Institutional land management in legacy system passes, had been orally and do not experience a change, even the appropriate fixed and survive, it is different with institutional discovered by Jonah, Salman, Demmallino and Viantika (2016) which found institutional changes, in rice farming in Indonesia post green revolution. Institutional land pattern mastery system passes a legacy, has spawned a community of mastery of the land are not fixed, i.e., the land passed to the sons of descent, who later managed the way passes every year, the land was not owned personal, but rather were owned communally, this discovery was similar to the mastery of the land that was found in Southeastern Sulawesi, Buton (Indonesia), namely the existence of the institutional system of land ownership-based local tradition named parabela. Parabela regard to the character of the local leadership and the rules of the system, in the management of agriculture in General and land ownership (La Nalefo, et al, 2013), but mastery of the land pattern of inheritance system passes, in contrast to what was expressed by Suradisastra and Eunuch (1992), who in his researched find the existence of a case of Enrekang Regency heritage land, South Sulawesi (Indonesia) which is divided into two parts, one part is inherited and is rendered permanently by the heirs, and one part is done in turn by his heir, known as the land of ongko.

Institutional land inheritance system passes mastery is one of the containers to keep family relationships among land managers, because all involved in land management still families or still the grouping so that in turned to known as (family clumps of land). It was very different, that was reported by Winarso (2012) that broke inheritance system, has led to increasingly narrow land from one generation-ot next genaration, because it tends to sell their land for farmers, since the revenue generated
does not meet the needs of the living. Winarso (2012) showed, that the legacy of land tenure tend to no longer have a relationship with the other families, so it is no longer the relevance of one family with another family in managing land. Family relationships were still guaranteed, through institutional land mastery in turn, finally can also maintain cooperation in the form of mutual, even conflicts that often arise in mastery of the land, can be stopped through the ways as a family, with deliberation, consensus thing in very different to what is conveyed by the (Ryder & Hall, 2017, rich & Erol, 2017, 2017 Ianoş, et al), that in many places land ownership has led to a wide range of conflicts.

Institutional land pattern mastery system passes a legacy, relation to agricultural sustainability in social, with indications presented by Behnasi, Draggang and Yaya (2011) i.e. cooperation and conflict resulusi, has long been applied on institutional land pattern mastery system passes the legacy, namely in the form of mutual work in managing the land, for example at the time of planting, they help each other to work voluntarily, and done in turns, the working practices of Indonesia Brewers were also found, as they do the repair or cleaning of irrigation which is known by the term a'mataere, the activity was performed each ahead of the planting season three times. An indication of the sustainability of agriculture in the other, namely social conflict resolution in land management, completed by way of deliberation by Retainer Mataere, even conflict hardly found. This condition was indicated, that institutional land management pattern of passes in support of agricultural sustainability in social.

On the institutional side of ecology, land management pattern of passes are assumed to contribute with the sustainability of agriculture, as hinted by Behnasi, et al. (2011), because the farmers had conducted land conservation, especially in order to land can withstand the avalanche, land can hold water and land surface removal does not occur, by the water surface, have made the technique of terrace. Land-land that is not used for land pesawahan, had been planted with various types of trees in order to environmental conservation.

Institutional relationship mastery of land inheritance system passes pattern with sustainable agriculture economically, based on production, reception, and income as well as employment opportunities (2011 Behnasi, et al). Based on the results of the analysis of farming with indicator B/C ratio and R/C ratio, have yet to fully support the sustainability of agriculture economically, because the B/C ratio obtained value is still smaller than the one that is 0.3, which means farming is on the case Arsyad has yet to benefit economically, but R/C ratio obtained greater value than one that is 1.4, which means farmer in the case of Arsyad profitable. Whereas the indication of the sustainability of the agricultural-based opportunities, such as work, as an indicator of the sustainability of agriculture expressed by Behnassi, et al (2011) are met with either, because in the case of land management cycle through the system of inheritance involves the family in managing a clump of land, so that the land is managed in turn absorb much manpower.

The analysis is based on the economic scale showed, that institutional land management patterns of inheritance system passes, not yet fully contributed with economically sustainable agriculture, but the land management system legacy until now still can survive even the derivative continued up to the last,
this is due to the image, that if not plant rice they won't eat again, because rice is the staple them, in every family there was always a rice stored in the attic above them. Other causes of the existence of a diversification effort, it is similar with the delivered by Tuyen, (2012) that in order to survive, farmers rich, medium and poor, as well as those without land, must diversify livelihoods, through a combination of activities on the farm, outside of agriculture and non-agriculture, therefore Besides planting rice they also last ZAA farming and supported by social and ecological sustainability.

3. Conclusion

Characteristics of institutional land pattern mastery system passes the inheritance can be concluded, that pattern of turned in established by the heir or the result of deliberation between the beneficiary, the pattern of alternation was determined based on the number of beneficiaries, if only two siblings then the pattern was bali a year (cycle of one year), if three brothers pattern bali tallu taun (3 year cycle) and so on. The pattern of the management applied orally until the final derivative and may not be modified by anyone. Tofogarafi land was somewhat slanted so that it can calculate the terrace, in the process of land still applied mutual work especially at the time of planting, but harvesting using a system of wages, post-harvest processing by tying rice in one basse (one bunch) then disampan on top of the attic of the House.

Institutional land pattern mastery system passes the heritage contribute with a socially sustainable agriculture, because in the processing of land still exists in the form of mutual cooperation, and the existence of conflict resolution by retainer apparatus and mataere villages. Institutional land pattern mastery system passes a legacy, also contributed against the sustainability of the agricultural ecology, environmental conservation had been carried out, by means of plant land that is not utilized as rice fields, with different types of trees and making the terrace in paddy fields, to prevent the occurrence of the damage and improve the condition of the paddy fields, but have yet to fully contribute to the sustainability of agricultural-based due to the results of the analysis of farming with the economy of scale, not yet fulfilled.
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